New Villas in Fuerteventura from Solmar Villas

*Solmar Villas, the specialist villa holiday company has added more villas in Fuerteventura.*

(PRWEB UK) 8 June 2012 -- *Solmar Villas*, the specialist villa holiday company has added more *villas in Fuerteventura*.

Fuerteventura is the second largest Canary Islands and has over 125 miles of sand resulting in some of the best beaches in the world. It is also protected from over-development so offers a tranquil and unspoilt setting perfect for that relaxing holiday.

One of the new villas on offer is the very modern and luxurious *Villa Bahiazul*. It is located near the Parque Natural Las Dunas of Corralejo known for its tranquillity and privacy. The villa is part of a complex of villas which benefits from facilities including a gym and beauty centre. It includes three en-suite bedrooms, a Jacuzzi for six on the roof terrace and a fully integrated sound system which runs through the whole villa, making a holiday in Villa Bahiazul certainly one to remember.

Julie Blake, Solmar Villas MD, said: “Fuerteventura has always been a popular all year round choice with our customers and with over 3,000 hours of sunshine a year you can see why! We like to give holiday makers as much choice is possible when booking which is why we’ve added more villas in this popular holiday destination.”

There are lots of things to do on the Island from enjoying the clear blue Atlantic waters where whales, dolphins, marlin and turtles are all common sights to the large plains and volcanic mountains which can be explored in a 4x4.

Another one of the new villas on the Island is *Casa Sara*, this detached villa is surrounded by the first golf course and is within walking distance of the beautiful white sand of Caleta de Fuste beach.

Solmar Villas has also added more *villas in Malta* and *villas in Italy*.
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